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Snow Daze

City grinds to halt after historic snowfall

Chris Gregory | Assistant Photo Editor

by Emily Cahn
Campus News Editor

T

wo major snowstorms in less
than a week paralyzed the
D.C. region, forcing nearly
every university, school and
federal agency to grind to a debilitating halt for an unprecedented four
consecutive days.

“Historic” is how administrators described
both the snow and its aftermath. In recent history, classes have been canceled for more than
a day only a handful of times, with the most
recent multiple-day closing being in 2003 when
the University canceled classes for two consecutive days due to Hurricane Isabel, according
to University archives.
And now, as flakes finished falling on

Wednesday and sun began to shine again
Thursday, the city can at last hope to get back
up on its feet to embark on what is projected to
be a lengthy – and expensive – clean-up. In the
meantime, administrators must decide how to
make up the missed days that have set the semester back by almost a week.
“I don’t recall any weather as robust as
this during my 20-year tenure as president,”
said former University President Stephen Joel
Trachtenberg in an e-mail. “We had storms and
snow and ice of course. Some big. Closed for
a day or perhaps two. But this past experience
and what they say lies ahead are special. Possibly historic.”
What began Friday as an exciting snow
storm in a city known for its milder climate
became a nuisance for some - students who
began to feel trapped inside; event planners
who had to cancel prominent speakers, including Rupert Murdoch’s Kalb Report appearance
and Meghan McCain’s controversial talk; and
the facilities workers who could not clear side-

walks and pathways fast enough.
After all was said and done, a collective 40
inches of snow fell on the District over a six-day
period, bringing the season’s running snow total to 54.9 inches, breaking the all-time snowfall
record set in the winter of 1898-1899.
Classes were canceled beginning at 3 p.m.
Friday, and six and a half days without classes
left students and administrators scrambling to
find alternative means of entertainment.
The University planned “Warm Zone” activities, which included handing out free food
and hot chocolate, playing free movies on campus, and allowing students to bowl and shoot
pool free of charge in the Hippodrome, among
other activities.
Some students took event planning into
their own hands, planning snowball fights on
and off campus, leading to an epic snow battle
between GW and Georgetown students, which
University President Steven Knapp attended.
GW ultimately came out victorious.
Overall, Executive Vice President and Trea-

surer Lou Katz estimated that the damage from
this season’s record-setting snowfall cost the
University “hundreds of thousands of dollars,”
forcing Katz and his staff to shift funds around
to account for the unplanned expenditures.
The city also exceeded its $6.2 million
snow-removal budget, and President Barack
Obama said D.C. is eligible to apply for federal
disaster relief for both storms simultaneously,
which could ultimately lead to the D.C. region
receiving more federal relief aid than it has for
any other natural disaster in the Washington
area's past, according to The Washington Post.
And while students enjoyed four straight
days of canceled classes, cabin fever began to
set in by Thursday for some.
"It was kind of boring, just sitting around.
School gives you something to do,” said sophomore Jessica Harris. “I have a Bio Lab that I
need to make up on Tuesday. One of my professors already threatened to hold make-up
classes on the weekend.”
–Drew Spence contributed to this report.

GW claims victory in collegiate snowball fight Snow traps
professors
at home
by Elliot zarrabi and Lauren French
Hatchet Reporters

A long-time rivalry was settled in the
snow Wednesday evening when more
than 200 GW students put on their winter
gear and claimed victory against Georgetown in what participants are calling an
“epic” snowball fight.
The fight drew around 225 GW students and roughly 75 Georgetown students. GW claimed victory after about
30 minutes, and University President
Steven Knapp – who joined the battle –
capped the win by declaring that school
was canceled on Thursday, marking the
fourth-straight weekday without classes.
“I wanted to witness something historic during my last year. Nothing like
this has ever happened before,” senior
Patricia Kempe said.
The idea for the fight was born Tuesday when senior Kyle Boyer suggested
that GW should take on its closet collegiate neighbor. When GW students
first arrived at Rose Park, the location
of Wednesday's fight, Georgetown was
nowhere to be seen, so Boyer and other
seniors directed the students into battle
formations, telling freshmen to “get to
the front lines.”
At the start of the fight, the outnumbered Georgetown crew retreated up a
hill and over a fence. It was here the majority of the fight took place, as GW students hopped the fence for close-range
combat. GW students pushed back the
Georgetown forces, cornering them, and
continuously dousing them with snow.
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"I wanted to witness something
historic during my last year.
Nothing like this has ever
happened before."

by Gabrielle bluestone
Metro News Editor

Patricia Kempe
Senior
“We pushed them back; I don’t
think they gained any territory on us, so
we pushed them all the way. I think in
a snowball fight, that’s victory,” Knapp
said. After the win, Knapp announced to
the crowd that classes would be canceled
Thursday.
During the battle, junior Andrew
Buonopane climbed a nearby tree, spurring on the GW troops by waving the
famous Gadsden Flag, which depicts a
coiled snake and the phrase, "don't tread
on me." The relatively quick victory was
marked by a strong dose of school spirit,
with the University fight song chanted
several times before, during and after the
battle. On the walk back to Kogan, several GW students shouted down to the
crowd, throwing their congratulations to
their home team.
For many students, however, the
fight was nothing more than another intercollegiate rivalry and a chance to battle

See SNOWBALL: Page B4
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Top: GW students march toward Rose Park, where the snowball fight took
place Wednesday. Above: University President Steven Knapp joins the fray.
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As she heard reports of record-breaking snowfall in D.C. last weekend, professor Patricia Phalen realized she wasn’t going to make it from Los Angeles to Foggy
Bottom any time soon.
The School of Media and Public Affairs
professor, who had been in L.A. working at
a studio archive, had expected to fly back
Sunday in time for classes on Monday. Unfortunately, the storm that dumped more
than two feet of snow on the District made
the flight impossible.
“We all had to be re-booked,” Phalen
said in an e-mail. “Everyone was trying
to get home as soon as possible, so all the
flights were booked until mid-week.”
She was one of many professors who
preemptively contacted students about
classes, and some – like Phalen – decided
Sunday to cancel their classes, while others
put their students on notice.
Political science professor Douglas
Steinel, for example, knew Sunday that regardless of whether or not the University
declared a snow day, his class might not
go on. The ability of University employees

See PROFESSORS: Page B4
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SnapShot

In Brief
No plans for make-up
classes announced yet

University officials have not yet determined how the school might make up for
the unprecedented four straight days of
canceled classes.
Executive Vice President for Academic
Affairs Donald Lehman said Tuesday that
officials were waiting out the storm before announcing a plan for make-up days.
University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard said Thursday Lehman and other senior administrators were not ready to release the plans for make-up days. Lehman
did not return phone calls Thursday afternoon before The Hatchet went to press.
While many have celebrated the four
straight snow days, students, professors
and parents alike are worried that makeup days could interfere with summer
break or Commencement plans, or alter
the finals schedule. The historic snowfall — more than 3 feet since last Friday
— throws a wrench into the University’s
plans that call for just one make-up day in
the University schedule.
Lehman said in an e-mail Tuesday
that it is “premature” to say what the
make-up plans will be, as officials did
not know how long the snow would take
to clear.
“From the very beginning of the week,
we began working on a classes makeup
plan. Nevertheless, it would be premature to make any statements at this time
owing to the general overall conditions
that we are facing” Lehman said on Tuesday. “Once the weather situation is clear,
and we know the full picture, such a plan
will be released.”
Professors were still allowed to collect
and assign work over the snow days, Lehman said, and students have the Blackboard system and e-mail to communicate
with professors. He encouraged students
to work ahead while stuck inside.
“I urge students to use this period as
an opportunity to catch up on their work,
if not actually get ahead a bit, and finish
all assignments that are due or coming
due,” he said Tuesday.
Other universities in D.C., like Catholic and Georgetown, also canceled classes
on a day-to-day basis, Lehman said. He
said he has talked to his counterparts at
those universities who said they are waiting each day on the weather.
“We are ever mindful of the road conditions... in MD, VA, and DC, when we
consider whether to close or not,” he said.
“The safety of all the University’s staff
members, faculty members, and students
is foremost in our minds.”

–Lauren French

michelle rattinger | assistant photo editor

Sophomore Ryan Bounds bowls during the Hippodrome’s bowling tournament Tuesday afternoon. The tournament was part of the University’s
“Warm Zone” activities, and the winning bowling team – which included Bounds – received $200 in prize money.

Calendar
TUESDAY

Wednesday

Engineering Industry Expo

Health Fair 2010

Meet with engineering
organizations to discuss different
career paths.

Have fun with free raffles,
massages, samples from Campus
Fresh, and self-defense classes.

Marvin Center Grand Ballroom |
1 to 3 p.m.

Lerner Health & Wellness
Center | 5 to 6:30 p.m.

Multimedia
interactive map

Snow totals
See which areas of D.C. received the
highest snow fall.

Men’s Basketball Half
Time Challenge
Support the Colonials and
compete for your chance
to win GW gear.
Charles E. Smith Center |
7 to 9 p.m.

Free yoga class
Relax with Campus Recreation
in a class designed for all skill
levels.

Hand Chapel | 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.

H All this and more... Now at gwhatchet.com
video

GW vs. Georgetown snowball fight
Video from GW’s victory over GU on
Thursday.

slideshow

Reader-submitted photos
Check out your best snow
photos.
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Univ. exceeds snow removal budget
Costs could
rise well into
six-figure range
by emily cahn	
Campus News Editor
Snow is cold, crisp and,
most of all, costly to clean
up.
Three massive snowstorms have hit the District
this winter, costing the University hundreds of thousands of dollars in clean-up
costs, far exceeding what the
budget set out for snow removal, Executive Vice President and Treasurer Lou Katz
said Tuesday.
“Clearly we went over
the budget that we set out
for snow,” Katz said, adding
that the University will have
to divert funds from other
areas in order to make up for
the unplanned snow removal
michelle rattinger | assistant photo editor

An employee shovels in front of Ivory Tower on Wednesday afternoon.
GW employees have been working 12-hour shifts to clear the sidewalks.

Facilities crews work
round the clock
by Melissa Turley
Hatchet Reporter
Current District residents
may call the two back-toback storms that hit this week
“Snowmageddon,” but Hector
Montout has endured worse in
his 28 years in D.C.
Montout, a GW facilities
management employee, said
he once slept nine consecutive
nights at GW Hospital because
of snow. While normally an
electrician at GW, Montout has
spent his post-snowstorm shifts
shoveling out the Foggy Bottom
campus.
“Today I plan on shoveling
snow all day,” he said.
He has yet to work overtime, but said scheduling has
been an issue this week. He said
his boss forgot to call him Tuesday to say classes were canceled,
so Montout was on campus before 9 a.m.
“They did not call me or
anything," he said. "It’s no big
deal, I don’t mind.”
The snow has made many
employees abandon their normal duties of repairing electrical problems or doing carpentry
work and, instead, shovel out
snowed-in students.
Facility worker James Grisson said he has been sleeping
at GW for nine days, working
12-hour shifts to shovel out the
campus. GW provided him and
his fellow workers with cots in
the Marvin Center and three
meals a day. Normally, he works
in the Marvin Center “cleaning
and buffing” but has been outside since the snow started last
week.
While he said his wife misses him, Grisson said she will
be happy next Friday, which is

GW’s payday.
“She will be happy to have
me home but she will be happier next Friday,” he said. “It’s
payday.”
Grisson said students have
been very appreciative of the
work he and his fellow employees have been doing.
“Students have come out
and said thank you, telling us
we’ve been doing a great job,”
he said.
Senior Associate Vice President for Operations Alicia O’Neil
said in an e-mail that at any time
since Friday, up to 100 GW operations employees have been on
campus clearing sidewalks and
ramps and doing other snowrelated duties.
“Like most entities in the
DC Metropolitan Area, the
University has been required
to conduct more snow related
maintenance work this year
than in past years,” O’Neil said.
“The amount of overtime varies
by individual as does the tasks
completed during this unique
situation."
University President Steven
Knapp sent an Infomail Tuesday
thanking GW’s facilities workers,
noting their dedication through
the weekend. In an e-mail to The
Hatchet Wednesday afternoon,
he echoed that sentiment.
“I was glad to have the opportunity on our Charter Day to
thank the employees who have
worked so hard on behalf of
all of us through these storms!
I have seen them working all
across campus, and they’ve been
at it around the clock,” he said.
“And their work won’t be done
when the storms are over, given
the enormous quantity of snow
and the tree damage. We all owe
them a debt of gratitude.” u

Delays complicate SA
campaign schedule
by madeleine Morgenstern	
Senior Staff Writer
The race for the top spots in
the Student Association is picking up, but this week’s snowstorms could shorten the official
campaigning period.
The Joint Elections Committee proposed a revised election
timeline on their Web site Tuesday night that could push the
candidate registration period
back one week to Feb. 16 and 17,
postponing “postering day” for
three days until Feb. 19, while
keeping the same general election dates of Feb. 24 and 25.
“The JEC Charter requires
registration to occur on class
days,” Jake Chervinsky, chairman of the JEC, said. “As a
result, it is impossible for us to
hold registration during snow
days.”
The JEC will hold a meeting
on the next official class day to
vote on the proposed schedule.
If the general election dates stay
the same, the period between
registration and election would
be around eight or nine days –
far shorter than previous years.
Chervinsky said he doesn’t
believe a shorter campaigning
period would have a “tangible
effect” on the election.
“The only difference with a
shorter campaign period would
be fewer violations,” Chervinsky said.
Despite the registration uncertainty, five candidates have
publicly announced their campaign for the presidency or executive vice presidency.
Current Executive Vice
President Jason Lifton an-

nounced a widely expected
bid for president, emphasizing
that his role in the SA this year
would give him unique experience for the job.
“I have really learned how
GW works and I’ve learned
how to navigate the red tape
that seems to mummify our university,” Lifton, a junior, wrote
on his Facebook group.
Xochitl Sanchez, a self-described “SA outsider,” has so far
been the surprise candidate for
president. Sanchez, also a junior
and a member of last year’s Colonial Cabinet, also launched a
Facebook group to support her
candidacy.
“We’ve given people within
the Student Association the time
to lead, and now it’s time for a
new kind of leadership: one
that gets things done,” Sanchez
wrote.
Current SA Sens. Logan
Dobson and Josh Goldstein
have both declared their intentions for the executive vice presidency. Rob Maxim, a junior and
2008-2009 Secretary of the Senate announced he is running for
EVP as well.
Dobson, a junior, debuted
his campaign with the motto,
“No More Tools,” – a common
slight against the Student Association. Goldstein, a sophomore,
called this year’s failed constitution overhaul a message that students are tired of the SA distracting itself with internal matters.
All of the candidates’ Facebook groups are currently
closed due to Joint Elections
Committee rules, which prohibit active campaigning prior
to postering day. u

costs.
Katz said each storm
costs between $50,000 and
$100,000 to clean up due to
overtime labor costs for facilities crew members and the
use of necessary equipment
and supplies to clear sidewalks and pathways.
The Dec. 19 storm, which
dumped 16 inches of snow
on the nation’s capital, cost
the University slightly more
than $50,000 to clean up, Katz
said. But that number pales
in comparison to last weekend’s snow storm, which
Katz estimates will cost closer to $100,000 overall in snow
removal. And with the storm
on Tuesday and Wednesday
dumping another 10 inches
of snow and ice on the District, Katz said the total cost
for snow removal will skyrocket into the “hundreds of
thousands of dollars” range.
Although the snow removal costs vastly exceeded
expectations, Katz said the

University has emergency
funds available to divert toward the issue, adding that
the budget shift will likely
not be seen or felt by students.
“Obviously we have to
do what we have to do to
keep everything as clean
and safe as we can, and
we’ll just make other decisions accordingly throughout the fiscal year, so we’ll
be fine overall,” Katz said.
“We’re going to have to
make some decisions because it is obviously costing
money for this that we were
not planning for, but there
are good things and there
are bad things that happen
every year and there [are]
contingencies in your budget and you just have to balance it out.”
Katz said the University
has yet to decide where the
diverted funds will come
from, but provided an example of a likely source of cash.

“We have money in
the budget each year to replace sidewalks,” Katz said.
“There are things like that [in
the budget] every year, and
if you go too much over one
thing what you may do is do
a little less of something or
not do it at all for that year.
So there are always ways you
can adjust the budget.”
He added that each
snowstorm costs different
amounts of money depending not only on the amount of
snowfall, but on the weight
and makeup of the snow totals. Heavier snow is harder
to clean up, and warrants
more time and manpower
to remove, ultimately costing more money to clean up,
Katz said.
“The December snow
was easier to deal with than
this even though we had
close to a foot and a half of
snow,” Katz said, noting that
the snow this week has been
heavier. u
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Snow-redom

Staff Editorial

by Brian Tratner

A fleeting moment
“Today we woke up to a revolution of snow/its white flag waving
over everything/the landscape vanished/not a single mouse to punctuate the blankness...” wrote the
two-term poet laureate of the United
States, William “Billy” Collins. These
words have never seemed truer than
when we awoke Wednesday to a
third onslaught of snow.
The revolution of snow, coupled with the crippling of the city,
has forced classes to be canceled.
Through the boredom and isolation,
students have likely spent the last
few days seeking refuge in alcoholic
concoctions and life’s more tempting
pleasures. But with emergency services inhibited by the weather, it is
now more than ever essential for students to enjoy the last days of winter
weather responsibly.
As the city deals with the aftermath of these storms, weather
services are predicting another possible snowstorm Monday. Given the

Realistically, students are
running out of sources of
entertainment and work in
equal measure. This could lead
to dangerous situations.
conditions, it is likely that students
will spend even more days confined
indoors. Realistically, students are
running out of sources of entertainment and work in equal measure.
This could lead to dangerous situations.
The ever-present hazards associated with heavy drinking are only
heightened during extreme weather. Poor road conditions hinder the
ability of EMeRG and other medical
services to respond to emergency
calls. But simply drinking too much
is not the only danger. Although it
may seem counter-intuitive to call
4-RIDE when it is primarily operating as a walking escort service, the
risk of blacking out while walking in
the snow is very real.
Aside from the spiked hot chocolate, students will inevitably find
other, more intimate ways to pass
the time. Students should remember that house proctors and scholars
have supplies of condoms – including flavored varieties for the more
adventurous residents. In addition,
if D.C. Snacks is operating, they include a condom with every delivery.
We want students to enjoy the
snow responsibly, but that shouldn’t
cause them to lose focus on this unprecedented winter weather and resultant school closings. It would be
a waste not to take advantage of the
time off, enjoying the company of
friends and snowball fights. Take in
the moment, because it is fleeting.

When Crime Alerts hurt more than help
General descriptions stoke racial stereotypes

T

he suspect was a black criminals as a means toward
male, approximately 5'5", tracking down the perpetra140 lbs., wearing a gray tor and/or having students be
baggy jacket and jeans.”
aware of such individuals who
Does that description sound might be roaming in the area.
familiar? If you attend or are But although it is helpful to be
employed
by
aware of crimiGW, it is likely
nal activity on
that you have
campus,
the
Phillip D. Ensler
read a simirecent descriplar description
tions of crimicountless times
nals
neither
in the University Police Depart- prevent future crime nor assist
ment’s “Crime Alert” e-mails. in finding the at-large individAt GW, we have become so ac- ual.
customed to reading these mesCrime Alerts have an adsages – and seeing the words verse effect by disseminating
“black male” – that we seldom unhelpful information that fuels
even contemplate the described a fear of black men. The charsituation. We simply skim the e- acteristics the e-mails explicate
mail, cringe at the idea of being can be applied to a huge numrobbed, and then continue to go ber of individuals – and often to
about our business. Such am- many black males who are on
biguous, generic descriptions campus. Telling students and
do not sufficiently contribute employees that an individual
to preventing crime on campus has a particular skin color, is of a
and have the damaging effect certain height and weight and is
of perpetuating an unfavorable wearing a sweatshirt and jeans,
view of black men.
is as helpful as a restaurant proUPD’s reason for produc- viding a menu with no options.
ing Crime Alerts is undoubt- That is, if a restaurant provided
edly well-intentioned. The mes- a menu that only listed broad
sages serve a range of ostensible food categories such as “chickpurposes, including keeping en," “meat,” etc., and no specific
students abreast of activity on dishes – one could not be excampus, informing them of pected to make an informed seprecautionary measures to take lection. The comparison might
while walking around at night, sound frivolous, but similarly,
and providing descriptions of when provided with broad de-

es.” The descriptions typically
provided in the Crime Alerts we
see are so general they cannot
be expected to aid in the prevention of similar crimes. The act
extends discretionary authority
to UPD for them to formulate
their own criteria for a Crime
Alert message. In other words,
UPD is not legally obliged to
provide suspect descriptions
in the alerts; they do so at their
own prerogative. UPD should
exercise such discretion and not
utilize descriptions that lack
enough detail to reasonably be
expected to keep us safer.
I have nothing but appreciation and admiration for the
vigilance and work of UPD. But
sending Crime Alerts in their
current form does not augment
combating crime and making
campus safer. I recognize that
suspect descriptions are synonymous with police work and
we would be wrong to fully do
away with them. But when a
policy does not further its objective – which in this case is the
safety and education of GW’s
populous – then the policy
should be discontinued. I urge
UPD to put an end to the unconstructive and detrimental practice of using such broad descriptions of perpetrators.
–The writer is a sophomore
majoring in political science.

Banning laptops hurts the environment

Quotable
"People

scriptions of culprits, we are left
with generalized, inconclusive
information that does not allow
us to stay clear of suspects or be
any safer.
Moreover, providing vague
descriptions has the unintended consequence of instilling
the association between black
men and crime in the minds
of many who read the e-mails.
This is not to say we are racists and consciously judgmental
of black men, but rather it is a
fair recognition of how the human mind works; seeing “black
male” in most of the alerts perpetuates a mentality that society
should be cognizant of black
men on the street and that we
should “be on the lookout” for
such individuals. We are living
in a society that is more racially
tolerant and equal than ever before. But, intolerance, inequality and prejudices are far from
eradicated from our lives, and
any action – such as the criminal
descriptions – that has the effect
of stigmatizing all black men is
antithetical to our goals of racial
progress.
UPD is obligated to comply
with the Clery Act, which stipulates that the institution “shall
make... reports to the campus
community... in a manner that
is timely and that will aid in the
prevention of similar occurrenc-

came

to

the

bookstore for literally Charles
Dickens. I have never sold so
many copies of Dickens before."
–Claire Coogan, bookstore
employee at Kramerbooks and
Afterwords Cafe

Special shout out to...

PRESIDENT KNAPP
Thanks for joining us in
battle against Georgetown
at the epic 2010 Snowdown.
Though they had the upper
ground, they could not
match our spirit.
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The benefits of using computers in class outweigh the distractions

s a self-proclaimed hip- to be responsible and that every
pie – my first concert was action has an equal and opposite
Woodstock ’99 – my daily reaction. How is this helping the
routine includes squeezing my green movement?
toothpaste with a clothespin to
Besides the environmental
make sure I get the
concerns, there is
last toothbrush’s
also an economic
worth, and perproblem. Using
Madeline
Twomey
petually refusing
statistics from the
bags at CVS, even
Hewlett-Packard
before the fee. In
Web site, at this
short: I try to live a green life.
rate I would go through five
So when I walked into one of black ink-cartridges throughmy classes this semester, I was out the semester, costing me
appalled to find out the profes- about $75. And that’s just for
sor had a “no laptop” policy in one of six classes I’m taking this
our discussion section, and we semester. If I were to print the
were subsequently required to articles at Gelman, for 9 cents a
print out three or four lengthy page, I would spend about $45
articles each week.
by May.
Despite the professor’s good
About two weeks ago, Apintentions, I see the decision ple and Steve Jobs unveiled the
to force students to forgo their iPad, a touch-screen tablet-comcomputers and embrace their puter that looks frighteningly
printers as a failed answer to like an enlarged iPhone. Despite
the question of the distracting its possibly changing the way
nature of laptops in classrooms. future college students read
We are in the midst of a textbooks (along with Amazon’s
post-Copenhagen green revolu- Kindle), this product reminds
tion. Printing articles for class us what technology is for. Inthat weekly total 30 pages of tel’s “Generations” Super Bowl
paper is disconcerting while our commercial depicted the history
world’s leaders face major deci- of the computer, and illustrated
sions regarding environmental that, in 1993, “electronic-mail”
policy. My parents taught me was still a new idea. What is

Despite the professor’s
good intentions, I see the
decision to force students
to forgo their computers
and embrace their printers
as a failed answer to the
question of the distracting
nature of laptops in
classrooms.
technology for, if not to push
limits and advance the way we
live? Our college experience
differs so very much from our
parents’, who had to fiddle with
typewriters and white-out with
every wrong stroke. Today, and
thanks to Google as well, we
have the world at our fingertips. We have mastered tabbedbrowsing and multi-tasking. It
is time professors embrace the
advantages we have and the
skills we can offer.
Though I can admit to the

lure of Facebook in the middle
of a political science lecture,
banning laptops does not teach
students to be more responsible.
In the eyes of the law, we’re
adults. We can have our own
credit cards, vote for our next
president and serve jury duty
or jail time. It is a student’s individual choice to pay attention or not - in class. For the amount
of money we pay to go here, it
is in our best interest to log out
of our e-mail. But whether we
chose to be the diligent student
or finish a crossword puzzle,
it is our freedom to make that
decision. When midterms roll
around and we’re missing a
days’ worth of notes, we suffer
the consequences.
Banning laptops is not the
answer to the distractions they
offer, especially when it is at the
expense of green efforts and students’ money. Let us be adults
and make our own decisions,
both in the classroom and in our
lifestyle choices. We will accept
the challenge and maintain our
GPAs even with our computers in front of us. We may even
tweet about it afterward.
– The writer is a junior majoring
in political communications.
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Campus construction sites disrupted by heavy snow
Completion dates
should not be
affected, however
by Shannon O'Reilly
Hatchet Staff Writer

This week’s record snowfall
has not only wreaked havoc on
the streets, causing cancellation
of classes and transportation issues, but it has also created complications for construction projects around campus.
Jake Stroman, a senior project
manager for Boston Properties,
said in an e-mail Tuesday that
Square 54 construction has been
affected by the recent snowfall.
“Concrete placement activities have subsided as crews are
on site dealing with snow removal,” Stroman said.
Certain material and equipment deliveries were rescheduled this week due to the snow
over the weekend and the sec-

ond round of snow that started
Feb. 9. But despite the impediments due to snow, construction
has continued – though perhaps
more slowly – on some parts at
the site.
“Interior MEP [mechanical,
electrical and plumbing] work is
continuing in the garage, office
building and residential building and curtainwall installation
activities have also slowed down
as a result of the weather,” Stroman said.
In terms of the snow’s longterm effects, Stroman said “it is
too early to tell if there are any
delays that would affect the critical path schedule.”
Construction at Pelham Hall
on the Mount Vernon campus
and on the green space near
Guthridge Hall experienced the
same snow-related trouble as
Square 54.
John Ralls, senior adviser for
communications and outreach in
the Office of the Executive Vice
President and Treasurer, said in
an e-mail Tuesday that there was
no work on the green space Satur-

"Although challenging
for on site logistics, the
recent snowfalls are not
anticipated to affect the
scheduled completion of
the green space, which
is slated to open prior to
commencement."
John Ralls
Senior Communication Adviser
in the Office of Executive Vice
Presisdent and Treasurer
day, and Monday’s work focused
on clearing snow from the site.
“Although challenging for
on site logistics, the recent snowfalls are not anticipated to affect
the scheduled completion of the
green space, which is slated to

open prior to commencement,”
he said.
Ralls noted that some project
work was executed on Tuesday
– before Wednesday's secondary
snowstorm – and no major site
issues have been reported.
Due to a lack of storage at
the construction sites, deliveries are normally made each day.
This week, though, deteriorated
road conditions prevented the
deliveries.
“It’s difficult to have the
workmen come in and also get
the supplies you need,” Lou
Katz, executive vice president
and treasurer, said of the construction.
Katz explained Tuesday that
these setbacks should not affect
the timing of the projects in the
long-run, however.
“On our major projects we
are either on schedule or ahead of
schedule, so again although we
would prefer this not happening,
it’s not going to delay the projects
michelle rattinger | assistant photo editor
themselves,” Katz said.
–Emily Cahn contributed to this The construction site at Square 54, seen here on
report. Wednesday afternoon, was set back by heavy snow.

Arts
Hatchet

Caroline Coppel
Arts Editor
ccoppel@gwhatchet.com
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Check this
out...

Check out classic Britpop
night "Mousetrap" at The
Black Cat Feb. 13. Tickets
are $10.

Jazzy pop combo Kings
of Convenience are
playing at the 9:30 Club
Feb. 15. Tickets are $25.

H

Cedar Crossing Tavern will be
hosting a wine and chocolate
tasting Feb. 13. A $15 donation
is suggested.

QuickTakes...

Hatchet Arts looks at Hot Chip
and the newest from Lil Wayne

“Rebirth”
Lil Wayne

From South
Africa, an
artistic
exchange

Students from Bokamoso Youth
Center perform original work
at Betts Theatre
by Christina williams
Hatchet Reporter
A dozen South African students
performed original songs, poems and
dances at Betts Theatre Friday, during an annual show and cultural exchange sponsored by the University.
The students came to D.C.
through the South Africa Project, an
initiative founded by GW, the St. Andrews Episcopal School in Potomac,
Md., and the Bokamoso Youth Center,
which allows impoverished youth to
study theater, dance and other performing arts in South Africa. Since
2004, students have traveled to GW
from Bokamoso to take classes and
rehearse their performance, which is
held at the end of the trip.
“They are cultural ambassadors,” theater professor Leslie Jacobson, who worked with the students
both here and in South Africa, said in
an interview. “They give us all a window into their lives, in order to gain
interest in and resources for their
community.”
Jacobson said she has been involved with the center since 2003,
when she made her first trip after

Francis Rivera| Hatchet Photographer

Above, Left: South African students perform an original song as part
of a cultural exchange program with the Bokamoso Youth Center.

receiving a grant from the University. Once in South Africa, she worked
with the center’s youth coach, St. Andrews music teacher Roy Barber, to
create what she called “social-action
theater.”
“Performing plays, songs and
dances... builds confidence and selfesteem in the youth,” she said. “Creating the plays helps them to look at
problems in their community in new
ways – and to, perhaps, find new
solutions for the challenges in their
lives.”
During their stay at GW, the dozen
students practiced their performance
with Jacobson and several theater students, who accompanied Jacobson to
Bokamoso this past summer.
“I always wanted to make a
change through theater, and that’s
what they were doing,” senior Scout
Seide said of her decision to travel to
Bokamoso. “I saved up every penny I
could to go.”
Seide said the highlight of the
show for her was an original play by
the students, titled “Halfway to Somewhere.” The play examines the definition of success and what it means for
the actors. During the play, situations

FiveTenTwenty

arose in which the characters tackled
the idea of the irresistible word, "success."
“I sobbed like a baby,” she said.
“I was so proud watching them perform.” Seide, Jacobson and two other
students helped the Bokamoso students create the play last summer.
Following the play, the students
performed poems, dances and a variety of a cappella songs. Some were
traditional African songs; others were
more contemporary, such as John
Legend’s “Used to Love U,” which
the group sang with the GW Troubadours.
Senior David Cutting said the
Troubadours have participated in the
show since its inception.
“It’s important to have that cultural exchange,” he said. “[The Bokamoso students] totally love their art... it
seems to come so naturally to them.”
Jacobson said she thought the
show went well, and that performing
is often the best way for different cultures to interact.
“I believe in the power of art to
change the world,” she said. And
what better way to do so then through
the amusement of theater? u

In the opening verse of “American Star,”
the first track on Lil Wayne’s highly anticipated rap/rock album “Rebirth,” the rapper
explains: “I’m the dope-boy with a guitar.”
Here, the New Orleans native establishes his
thesis for the album: a lot of guitar and a lot
of singing. Throughout that song, and the
album, it becomes clear Wayne struggled
to combine hard rock with the flowing rhymes and metaphors that have
made him famous.
Although he makes a sincere attempt, Wayne’s experimentation with
his voice feels artificial. On the track “Ground Zero,” Wayne’s voice sounds
strained, as if trying to emulate the harsh vocals of Linkin Park.
Perhaps the most startling feature of this album is the guitar line in
“Runnin,” a track strikingly similar to Incubus’ 2003 “Megalomaniac.” With its
eerie introduction and sudden rise in tempo, the listener cannot help but
ask: Hasn’t this been done before?
This album finds some success on passionate tracks like “Paradice,” in
which Wayne addresses the price of fame, claiming: “Call me crazy. I’ve
been called worse. It’s like I have it all, but what’s it all worth?” Appearances
by Travis Barker on “One Way Trip” and Eminem on “Drop the World” are
nice asides to an album that generally struggles to find its sound.
Ultimately, “Rebirth” suffers from a lack of cohesion. Wayne pulls from
several genres, from head-banging guitar riffs in “One Way Trip” to ‘80s pop
in “On Fire.” Consequently, “Rebirth” never hits its musical stride.
And so Weezy’s new album ends up flat-lining. Sorry, Dr. Carter, I think
we lost one. Let’s just hope “Tha Carter IV” has a pulse.

–Patrick Rochelle

"One Life Stand"
Hot Chip

In its new album “One Life Stand,”
London quintet Hot Chip simultaneously
builds upon its electronic-rock reputation and takes its sound to more polished
heights.
Ever since Hot Chip's 2005 debut,
when it established itself as a strange and
unique brand of indie, nerdy electro-rock,
the group has persistently played with soul and R&B. This experimentation has helped Hot Chip stand out in the electro-rock crowd, and
helped underscore playfulness as one of the band's defining aspects.
With “One Life Stand,” much of those musical flirtations have blended invisibly into its signature sound, rather than vanished. The outcome
sounds more akin to ‘80s synth-heavy electronica than the quirky and
ironic indie base from which they spouted. The track “I Feel Better”
features not only strangely enjoyable auto-tuned vocals, but a synthproduced orchestral loop that sounds as if it has been stolen directly
from 1988.
While “One Life Stand” is missing much of the fiery, avant-garde feel
that characterized 2008’s “Made in The Dark,” their newest album takes
a genre-breaking approach that expands upon their sound.
–Matthew Mersky

A weekly entertainment guide for the cash-strapped college student.

If you have

If you have

Save your money and
head to The Fishbowl
to hear some homegrown talent. WRGW
is sponsoring an open
mic night Feb. 12 from 7:30-10 p.m.

Take your Valentine to
the D.C. record fair at
the Black Cat Feb. 14.
The entrance fee is
$2, but you'll need the
leftover cash for your vinyl purchases.

$5

$10

If you have

$20

Tickets are $23.60.

Comedian Ralphie May is
performing at
Lisner Auditorium Feb. 12.
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Whatever your Facebook status may be, The Hatchet has gift ideas,
date ideas and more to make this Valentine's Day the best yet.
Single

In a relationship
& Beyond

It's Complicated

Single

For any status, give these go-to gifts
It’s a twist on the classic gift
idea with the Mixtape Memory
Stick for $15.99 from thinkgeek.com.
The USB drive, packaged as an oldschool cassette tape, holds 90 minutes' worth of MP3 files. With space
to write in track lists, this gadget is a
great way to give the gift of music in
an old-school way.

It's complicated
Cupcakes from Baked and Wired or Georgetown Cupcake with a Valentine’s twist are a tasty treat you both can share,
without getting too sappy. Satisfy any palate with their wide selection, topped with heart sprinkles and heart cookies
for the holiday. Personalize the gift by decorating the box with a funky design or photos to add a unique touch.
Baked and Wired

Georgetown Cupcake

1052 Thomas Jefferson St. NW

3301 M St. NW

www.thinkgeek.com

Take a friend to Busboys and
Poets for brunch in your PJs. The
favorite 14th and V streets establishment is holding a special Valentine’s Day brunch from 9 a.m. to
3 p.m.
Take your roommate or best
friend and enjoy lounging around
and eating their raspberry, heartshaped pancakes!
Busboys and Poets
2021 14th St. NW
(202) 387-7638

In a relationship & Beyond
For a creative and delicious twist on the traditional bouquet of flowers, make a bouquet of marshmallows, chocolate-dipped strawberries and real roses. Use our recipe for chocolate-covered strawberries (see our Valentine’s Day
recipe column on the next page), stick the strawberries and marshmallows on several wooden skewers, and arrange
in a vase with real roses. It's beautiful and edible!
Or, go the romantic route with Jasmine Vanilla Aromatherapy Massage Oil. This line from Bath and Body Works
smells like sensuality in a bottle. If the massage oil is a little too romance-novel for you, this sexy smell comes in
body lotion and candle form for around $16.
See www.bathandbodyworks.com for store locations.

–compiled by Kara Dunford

Get creative with dates in the District

by Dimple Mirchandani and
Erica Obsersi
Hatchet Reporters

Single
You’re in luck if you’re single
right now, because D.C. happens
to be rated in the top five among
the Best Cities for Singles, according to Forbes Magazine, and
the city with the most attractive
residents, according to The Daily
Beast.
Y If you’re single and ready to

mingle, then get ready to kick off this
Valentine’s Day weekend at a speed
dating event at the Holiday Inn in
Georgetown. Meet new singles at a
speed dating session and you just
may end up with your very own
Valentine’s Day fairy-tale ending.
2101 Wisconsin Ave. NW
http://eventful.com/washington/events/
valentines-day-speed-dating

Enjoy a fun-filled day with
Washington’s First Ever Valentine’s
Day Scavenger Hunt, Great Race
and Challenge. After being split
into teams, take the time to treasure
the D.C. surroundings with themed
challenges. Challenges may include: champagne tastings, spin the
bottle, a holiday appetite test, and
much more!
Meet outside Ben and Jerry's in
the Old Post Office Pavilion:
1100 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
http://www.thingstododc.com/events.
php?show=1439

Y

Host an anti-Valentine’s Day
party. What better excuse than to
invite some of your friends – or
your entire residence hall - to show
that you don’t need to be in a rela-

Y

tionship to have a good time? Who
knows, you might even make some
couples jealous with all the fun
you’re having.
An official anti-Valentine’s Day
party:
1321 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
http://washingtondc.citysearch.com/
profile/603393282/washington_dc/
social.html

It’s Complicated
Valentine’s Day can be tricky
if your relationship is unusual.
Avoid the subject completely at
some neutral activities.
Y A concert can be a great place for
a complicated situation – just focus on
the music. The 9:30 Club is hosting the
Next Big Thing tour, featuring over 20
local alternative punk acts. The best
part? Tickets are only $15.
9:30 Club
815 V St. NW
Feb. 14, starting at 11 a.m.
Indulge your passion for food
and wine. Pick from more than 600
wines from upwards of 100 international wineries and watch celebrity
chefs cook their favorite recipes
at the 11th Annual International
Wine & Food Festival at the Ronald
Reagan Building and International
Trade Center.
1300 Pennsylvania Ave. NW
http://www.wineandfooddc.com

Recreate
a favorite
date

Y

Another neutral place is a
stand-up comedy venue. A few
laughs with your date at the D.C.
Improv Comedy Club can make the
night memorable and fun.
1140 Connecticut Ave. NW
Feb. 14 at 10:30 p.m.
www.dcimprov.com

Y

photo illustrations by Michelle Rattinger | assistant photo editor

Take your relationship to
the next step with these fun
activities.

Art Smith, former personal chef to
Oprah Winfrey.
415 New Jersey Ave. NW
202-393-7777
http://www.artandsouldc.com/valentine-day

Live it up in style! Take a
stroll around Capitol Hill and then
take a break to enjoy an intimate
meal for two with a special threecourse dinner at Art and Soul
Restaurant. Enjoy some southern
hospitality with regional cuisines
and southern influences from chef

Y Recreate a favorite past date.
Did you go somewhere special,
or did you have an unforgettable moment you just wish you
could repeat? Now is the time.
For example, try to recreate your
first date together, or the moment
when you first said, “I love you.”
This gesture is sure to win you

In a relationship and beyond

Y

major points with your loved one.
All aboard! Nothing could
be better than sweethearts at sea
enjoying the scenic beauty of
D.C. on a luxurious Valentine’s
Day dinner cruise aboard the Odyssey. You’re sure to remember it
as a night of dinner, dancing and
discovering new memories!
$129.90 per person
Board: 5:00 p.m.
Odyssey III docks at the
Gangplank Marina
6th and Water streets SW
http://www.odyssey.com/dc

Y
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Valentine's
night in
Sometimes keeping it lowkey is the most romantic way to
Remy Tumin
spend Valentine’s Day. Impress
your significant other with a
Food Columnist
home-cooked meal that leaves
you with extra cash to spend on
better things than an extravagant restaurant bill. Munch
on pita chips and hummus with some white wine while
you finish preparing a meal with your Valentine for a
night you’ll never forget.

The music of love

A nasty breakup or a lonely heart can make Valentine’s Day unbearable,
but Hatchet Arts has got you covered. We’ve compiled two sets of songs
– love songs and breakup songs – in honor of the holiday. So whether
you’re popping champagne with your love or drowning your sorrows
with something stronger, we’ve got a playlist to suit your mood.
–compiled by Rachel Wallace, Lindsey Reilly and Caroline Coppel

Love Stinks
“A Case of You”
–Joni Mitchell

Off her classic breakup album “Blue,” this
song features Joni Mitchell expressing her longing for her missing love
in a refreshingly quantifiable way.

“That Look You Give
That Guy”
–Eels

In this song about
unrequited love, Eels’
singer Mark “E” Everett
dispels the myth that it’s
better to have loved and
lost than never to have
loved at all.

Roast Chicken with Creamed Spinach
and
Homemade Mashed Potatoes
~Serves two~

Prep and cook time: Two hours
INGREDIENTS

w 1 whole chicken
w 1 yellow onion
w 4 cloves of garlic
w 1 stick of butter
w 1 bunch parsley
w Salt
w Garlic powder (optional)
w 5 medium yellow potatoes
w 4 tbsp milk
w Salt and pepper to taste
w 1 frozen package creamed spinach

Roast Chicken

1.

Preheat oven to 400 degrees. Peel garlic and place in
microwaveable safe bowl with butter. Melt butter, about two
minutes.
2. Rinse the chicken, take the sack of gizzards out, and place in
either a 7-by-11 inch disposable tin or glass dish.
3. Rip the head off the bunch of parsley, separating the leaves
from the stems. Peel onion. Stuff the chicken with both onion
and parsley. Pour garlic and butter mixture over chicken.
Generously cover with salt.
4. Place chicken in oven. Cook for two hours, basting the
chicken with butter mixture in the pan every 30 minutes.

Mashed Potatoes and creamed spinach

1. Cut potatoes into quarters. Place in deep pot, and fill with
water until potatoes are covered. Place on high heat with lid on
and cook until soft, around 20 minutes.
2. Drain potatoes and put back into pot. Add butter, milk and
salt and pepper to taste. Place mashed potatoes in serving
dish.
3. Follow instructions on creamed spinach box, and serve in
bowl.

The GW Hatchet

Valentine's day Guide

“I’m So Tired”
–The Beatles

John Lennon’s ragged,
weary vocals on this track
embody the physical and
mental exhaustion of a
broken heart.

“Don’t Think Twice, It’s
All Right”
–Bob Dylan

Feel better about any

breakup with this classic Dylan song. Listen
to the beautiful melody
and wicked lyrics with
a bottle of wine while
remembering: I’m better
off without you; so long.

“Heartless”
–Kanye West

If you’re the scorned
lover, take comfort in
knowing Kanye understands how it feels to
have a heartless asshole
mess you over.

“Laura”
–Girls

Know you’ve been a
jerk? Wishing you could
still be friends? This song
sums it all up (and in the
catchiest way).

“Relator”
–Pete Yorn and Scarlett
Johansson

Don’t let the bright,
bouncy tune fool you;
this couple (voiced perfectly by Johansson and
Yorn) has nothing in

common, and neither
person is willing to compromise.

“Slave”
–The Rolling Stones

Finally finished with
an overbearing significant other? Celebrate
with this raw Stones
track – before you realize
that it’s Valentine’s Day
and you’re single.

“Who Loves The Sun”
–The Velvet Underground

Who loves the sun?
Certainly not people who
have been dumped – singer Lou Reed will be staying indoors for a while.

“You’re So Last Summer”
–Taking Back Sunday

Hearken back to your
high school breakups
– maybe this song was
played, maybe not, but
the important thing is you
got over him/her. You’ll
get over this one, too.

Love Is All You Need
“These Old Shoes”
–Deer Tick

A much more sincere version of Vanessa
Carlton’s “A Thousand
Miles,” this song is beautiful with its folksy tune
and desperate determination to reach a lover at all
costs.

“Someone To
Over Me”
–Ella Fitzgerald

Watch

Postal Service, this song
is a great anthem for
long-distance
relationships everywhere.

“If Not For You”
–George Harrison

Harrison’s version is
simple, sweet and genuine; a good combination
for a love song.

“Waste”
–Phish

Valentine’s Day can
suck for those of us who
have no one to love (or
hate). Ella reminds us,
however, that waiting is
worth it - just so long as
that special person hurries up!

Grab an acoustic
guitar, Google some
tabs, and learn this song
right now. It’s a simple confession: “Come
waste your time with
me.” That’s all anyone
really needs.

“Such Great Heights”
–Iron and Wine/The
Postal Service

“At Last”
–Etta James

Whether you prefer
Iron and Wine or The

Etta manages to vocalize the moment great
love is realized.

“Something”
–The Beatles

Written by a lustful
George Harrison, this
Beatles song is a classic
that has been wooing Valentines past and present.
Its future is looking pretty good, too.

“First Day of My Life”
–Bright Eyes

Oberst writes a song
on the confessions and
commitment of new love,
but without the clichés.
Perhaps the loveliest aspect of this song is its music video: Youtube it and
see for yourself.

“I’ll Follow You Into the
Dark”
–Death Cab for Cutie

A song that gives a
new perspective on, “Till
death do us part.” u

Let's talk
about

SEX

Give like you
receive
Valentine’s Day is all about giving and receiving, right? Romance
or not, we all share sentiments,
chocolate and, if we’re lucky, a little
between-the-sheets action with the
people we care about on this mostly
made-up holiday. So, for everyone
out there who is planning on celebrating with a fancy dinner, dessert

Layla
Sex Columnist
and perhaps even some flowers,
I say just skip it and head straight
to the bedroom. Personally, nothing would make me happier on
Valentine’s Day than the gift of an
orgasm. Call me carnal, but I really
don’t need all the fluff. Just hours
on end in bed and some extra-special attention.
With the guy I’ve been seeing
recently, Red*, we tend to skip foreplay and move straight to having
sex. Which is totally fine, because as
soon as I get him naked, that's all I
want. But at the same time, there is
something to be said for prolonging
that anticipation just a bit longer.
I’m still working on a way to say,
“Babe, let’s slow down a bit and just
touch each other.”
Extended playtime would definitely be worth Red’s while as well,
because I consider myself in the minority of girls who really, truly enjoy giving blowjobs. I think there’s
something incredibly hot about going down on a guy and hearing him
moan with pleasure just from the
way you’re moving your mouth.
Giving head can often be a lot more
intimate than having sex - you can
really focus on your partner and
what gets him off. And that’s what
I think Valentine’s Day is all about.
Forget all the stuff that Hallmark
throws our way – if you really want
to celebrate in style, relish every detail of that special someone’s body
and try something new.
So, ladies and gents of GW,
please reconsider the art of the
blowjob. Seriously, I can’t tell you
how many of my guy friends lament how ladies are down for
receiving but not giving. There is
something inexplicably orgasmic
about giving a blowjob. You may
not think it’s your forte, but I definitely recommend giving it a try.
Your significant other will thank
you. Whatever you want to call it,
going down on one another is a way
underrated aspect of foreplay that I
fully plan on bringing back into my
sex life this Valentine’s Day.
*Names have been changed to protect
the naughty.

Chocolate-Covered Strawberries
~Serves two~

INGREDIENTS

w 6 strawberries
w 1 cup of semi-sweet chocolate chips (or your favorite chocolate)
w Special supplies: parchment paper

1. To melt chocolate, take a small pot and place it in a larger pot
with enough water so that the smaller pot floats in the bigger
one.
2. Place chocolate chips into smaller pot, and cook on low until
melted, about 10 minutes. Stir every two minutes or so. Keep an eye
on it to make sure the water doesn’t boil over into the smaller pot
with the chocolate.
3. Once chocolate is completely melted, cover a plate with
parchment paper. Dip strawberries into chocolate, and place on
parchment paper.
4. Refrigerate strawberries for 20 minutes, or until hard. Feed them
to your lover.

Didn't get a date for
Valentine's Day?
Let The Hatchet set one up for you!

Free dinner, and the
potential for love.

Email life@gwhatchet.com

Photo Illustration by Michelle Rattinger | assistant photo editor

At GW, girls outnumber the guys 57 to 43 percent. The inequality is common across many universities nationwide, according to a recent New
York Times article. So is it girls' turn to ask out the guys?

Sadie Hawkins, all the time

What happens when the girls outnumber the guys?
by Lauren Hoenemeyer
Senior Staff Writer
Has girls' night out turned into every
night out? Ladies, are you looking for
love at Josephine’s while all the bros are
belting out “Party in the USA” at Garrett’s Tavern? Is your Valentine’s Day
really Singles Awareness Day (just plain
S.A.D.)?
With GW’s male-to-female breakdown at 43 percent male and 57 percent
female, it seems like all the cute, straight
and available men are nowhere to be
found. A recent New York Times article
reported similar situations at campuses
across the country.
With Valentine’s Day right around the
corner, is it wise to take action into your
own hands, Sadie-Hawkins style, and ask
a guy out? Sure, it may seem scary, or for
some, a crime against nature – but it can
be done.

“It’s really romantic when a girl asks
a guy out,” freshman Jacob Zachs said.
“Guys like it but girls don’t like it. It takes
the pressure off of us.”
Elyce Cole, a senior, said girls asking
guys out can be beneficial to communication between the sexes.
“I recognize that guys would like it if
girls were more clear and direct in what
they want instead of beating around the
bush,” Cole said. “Letting him know that
you’re interested takes the pressure off of
the whole thing.”
She recommends that girls can make
the first move, as long as it is subtle. “If it’s
not reciprocated, then you back away,”
Cole said.
Junior Chris Kuchmek said, “I love
it when a girl asks me out. Except it can
suck if it’s one of those girls who you
know likes you but you don’t want them
to like you. Then it’s really hard to turn
them down.”

Some guys interviewed, however,
said they like to keep things old-fashioned
and prefer to ask girls out themselves.
Matt Shoemaker, a senior, said he prefers taking the lead.
“I think there is more of a bad connotation when a girl chases the guy. The girl
becomes more aggressive and it’s rather
off-putting for a guy,” he said. “At first,
it’s nice to have someone that interested
in you, but then she denies the guy from
being a man and pursuing the girl.”
Sophomore Blake Eisenberg said
that girls who ask guys out are “too aggressive and too demanding.” He said,
“They should just let things happen, because they will happen if it’s meant to
be. They shouldn’t force it. For it to work
out in the end, for it to be a positive relationship, you need the guy to also like
the girl.”
–Hatchet reporters Miranda Green and Jennifer Tchinnosian contributed to this report.
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Weather challenges local businesses
Restaurants, shops
across city see
mixed results
by andrea vittorio
Hatchet Staff Writer
Francis rivera | hatchet photographer

Georgetown was among many other D.C. colleges that canceled
classes Monday through Thursday due to inclement weather.

D.C. colleges enjoy
multiple days off
by erica Obersi and Shannon
O'reilly
Hatchet Reporters
After four days of cancelled
classes for universities across
the District, other D.C. college
students shared in both the excitement and hassles that came
with two large snowfalls in less
than a week.
Georgetown,
American,
Catholic and Howard universities canceled classes all four
days and reduced operations
since the first snowstorm began
last Friday. At Georgetown, all
major dining and operational
facilities remained open to serve
students, student newspaper
The Hoya reported, but the university stated that road conditions were still too dangerous
to allow for a safe commute for
faculty and staff.
Unlike GW, Georgetown
faculty members were allowed
to hold classes on Tuesday – but
were not allowed to penalize
absent students.
“Some professors who are
within walking distance offered
to hold classes but from what I’ve
heard not many people have attended,” Christopher Schneider,
a Georgetown freshman, said.
Schneider said the snow
has slowed everything down
on campus, and dining options
are limited.
“I’ve had to ration the food
a little bit or we have to go to the
on-campus stores to get food, and
sometimes we’ve had to walk to
try to find food. It’s definitely not
a fun situation,” he said.
According to Catholic’s Web
site, dining services venues were
operating on a Sunday schedule
as the school remained closed.
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Howard provided students
with a comprehensive list detailing what areas have been
plowed on campus. Most entrances were cleared Tuesday,
but that was before the second
round of snowfall began that
afternoon.
At American, the school
had been closed since noon on
Friday and dining halls reduced
hours. In addition, a canopy outside the school's student union
collapsed under the weight of
snow Wednesday.
“We have been snowed in.
The shuttle service is extremely
limited and we can’t go anywhere off campus,” Gaby Obedoza, a freshman at American,
said.
“The places that take meal
swipes have basically shut
down, so I’ve been living off
Subway and McDonald's this
whole weekend,” Obedoza
said.
Rachel Nover, a sophomore at American living off
campus, said a big issue is that
many people have not shoveled
driveways or sidewalks in the
residential area surrounding
the school.
“I’m curious what’s going
to happen with the additional
snow, since the city hasn’t been
able to handle the snow already
on the ground,” Nover said.
Like GW, American has
informed students about oncampus activities, such as free
movies, to pass the time.
“No one is really going out.
Everyone is going a little stir
crazy. No one can get anywhere.
I can’t even go to CVS to pick up
a prescription,” Nover said.
-Maryann Tadros and Ben
Weinberg contributed to this report.

Local businesses have
had to deal with fluctuating
crowds, stranded employees
and snowy storefronts over
the last week, since the two
winter storms began last Friday.
While the snow meant
decreased revenue for some
restaurants and bars, it
translated into soaring business for others. Local markets, in particular, reported
benefiting from the influx of
customers looking to stock
up on staples like milk, eggs
and bread.
Employees at the Trader
Joe’s at 25th and L streets,
which remained open with
regular hours throughout
the storm, said they were
too busy with long lines of
customers to comment on
their business. Safeway also
maintained regular hours to
keep up with the rush. Both
stores had bare shelves at
times over the last week due
to the heavy flow of shoppers.
On-campus eateries en-

countered mixed customer
levels. The Starbucks at
Gelman Library remained
open every day throughout
the storm on adjusted hours,
and employees said they experienced slower traffic. An
employee at McFadden’s
Restaurant and Saloon noticed a decrease in the number of people coming in despite operating on regular
hours. But Froggy Bottom
Pub’s revenue has remained
at normal levels, Manager
Hien Bui said.
“I am looking at the revenue, it’s all the same... Of
course we don’t have federal employees, we don’t have
francis rivera | hatchet photographer
GW employees, but you Froggy Bottom Pub resorted to picking up employees to stay open.
know we do a lot of carry The pub's revenue remained at normal levels, the manager said.
out. So they pick it up," Bui
said.
Many restaurants, in- down the restaurant’s awAt Kramerbooks and cluding Kramer’s, McFad- ning on Sunday. Employees
Afterwords Café in Dupont den’s and Busboys and spent the next day removing
Circle, one employee had Poets, have offered hotel ac- the remainder of the awning.
to take drastic measures to commodations for employ- According to D.C. law, propmake sure she got to work.
ees who can’t make the trip erty owners must clear side“I live in Arlington, to and from work. Froggy walks within eight hours afVa. and there’s 30 inches Bottom Pub resorted to pick- ter snowfall stops. At many
of snow outside my house ing up any employees who restaurants,
employees
right now,” Claire Coogan otherwise wouldn’t be able pitched in by shoveling and
said Tuesday. “But I knew to come in.
salting storefronts.
the storm was coming, so
The massive snowball
“A lot of people have
on Friday I moved in – I just fight that occurred on Sat- been coming in before the
brought a huge bag – and urday afternoon in Dupont storm to stock up on cozy
went to stay with my aunt Circle brought into Kramer’s snow reading,” she said.
up [on] Connecticut Avenue. huge crowds seeking post- “People came to the bookSo I’ve been camped out on combat hot chocolate and store for literally Charles
the floor since Friday and I warmth, Coogan said.
Dickens. I have never sold
don’t know when I’m going
At Kramer’s, a sheet of so many copies of Dickens
home.”
ice slid off the roof and took before.” u
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Vern Express struggles to maintain regular schedule
On the Vern,
services stay staffed
despite weather
by kendra poole
Hatchet Reporter
Unrelenting
snowfall
and icy roads forced the Vern
Express to compromise its
schedule this week, leaving
some Mount Vernon residents feeling frustrated and
isolated.
The Vern Express, which
usually runs every 15 minutes
during the week to connect
the Mount Vernon and Foggy
Bottom campuses, adjusted
its schedule due to poor road
conditions, Associate Director of Mount Vernon Campus
Life Jennifer Solt said.
“A big ol’ bus can’t go flying down an icy roadway,”
Solt said.

The Vern Express is
continuing “to run aroundthe-clock throughout the
weekend, and is prepared to
operate in severe weather,”
the Mount Vernon Campus
Life Web site said Thursday.
But the site warned that trips
might take longer than normal due to the weather, and
some residents said the trip
has taken up to 45 minutes.
“It’s been tough getting
around and stuff. It’s been
really hard taking the Vern
Express back and forth to
Foggy,” freshman Ben Kirby
said. “It’s been a pain.”
Freshman Julia Anderson
said the distance sometimes
creates a feeling of isolation
from the main campus, along
with the action going on in
Foggy Bottom.
“I kind of feel like I can’t
really go anywhere,” she
said.
The Vern Express took
extra safety precautions over
the weekend to combat the

heavily weathered road conditions.
“They put chains on the
tires of the buses in order to
provide traction when there’s
snow and ice on the ground,”
Events and Special Services
Marketing Coordinator Elan
Schnitzer said.
On Saturday and Sunday,
the Vern Express got stuck
multiple times in snowbanks.
But other services at
Mount Vernon have not been
disrupted, Dean of Freshman
Fred Siegel said.
“The campus and its staff
have responded magnificently to the ‘Snowpacolypse,’
” said Siegel, whose private
residence is located directly
behind the campus. “Since
almost all the service venues
have remained in close-tonormal operation, students
have been well-served... from
the Eckles Library, to Ames
Dining, to Lloyd Gym.”
The GW Police Gatehouse remained fully staffed

throughout the weekend and
the Key Depot in Somers Hall
reopened Tuesday after a closure Saturday.
Even without a convenient passage to Foggy Bottom, Mount Vernon campus
residents said they have
been enjoying the snow, or as
Somers Hall resident Craig
Dudek put it, “enjoying being
trapped on the Vern.”
"A couple days ago we
had a giant, Vern-wide snowball fight in which the Vern
residents retreated into [Somers] Hall, not realizing that
everybody else on the Vern
can swipe in. So we wailed on
them in the lobby,” Cole Hall
resident Jeff Levy said.
Solt said the snow days
have renewed Vern community spirit.
“I know people really, really enjoyed sledding,” Residential Advisory Council President Aly Azhar, said. “I like the
fact that Mount Vernon Campus Life takes such good care

Viktors Dindzans | Photo Editor

The Vern Express gets stuck in a snowbank last weekend. Residents
reported that some trips to Foggy Bottom took up to 45 minutes.
of us, that they care enough
about us that they would plan
these events to prevent us from
getting cabin fever and give us
something to do.”
Siegel said he is pleased
that students seem to have
been responding “enthusias-

Professors
from p. A1
to get to campus – often through
public transportation – is one
of the biggest determinants on
whether or not school will be
canceled, Executive Vice President Lou Katz said.
The Howard County, Md. resident lives on a cul-de-sac, which
he called the “lowest priority for
snow plows.” When he saw he
had 34 inches of snow on his street
Saturday, he realized he might not
make it to the Mount Vernon campus for his Monday class.
Steinel e-mailed students
warning them to watch out for
an e-mail if he couldn’t make it.
Soon after, the University declared a snow day.
English professor Margaret
Soltan couldn’t even stay home
due to the storm. The professor’s home in Garrett Park, near
Bethesda, Md., lost power the
first night of the storm and quickly became cold.
“[My husband and I] had a
fire in the fireplace, water simmering on the stove, that sort
of thing. We slept under tons of
blankets and held little battery
lamps on our chests so that we
could read in bed,” Soltan said in
an e-mail. “As conditions worsened the next day, we decided to
take a room at a local hotel.”
Still, the experience hasn’t
been bad, Soltan said.
“I wish I could regale you
with our subsequent difficulties,
but life in a boutique hotel is not
exactly an ordeal,” Soltan said,
adding that she would stay at
the hotel until the blizzard ended
and power was secure.
Katz, who lives near Wood-

SNOWBALL
from p. A1
the Georgetown students.
“We came, we charged, we
annihilated,” freshman Christine Zaccack said.
When the team reconvened
at Kogan Plaza after the win,
Boyer gave a supplemental victory speech.

tically” to the circumstances,
but he is looking forward to
things returning to normal.
“Honestly, another foot of
snow is not what I’m hoping
for,” he said, “At some point
a bit of ‘cabin fever’ has to set
in. Let’s hope for the best.” u
ley Park, said even getting to
campus from within D.C. was
extremely difficult.
Katz said he normally takes
a bus to Foggy Bottom, but service had been suspended due
to snow. Taking the Metro also
posed issues.
“The Metro itself is fine, it’s
just getting there. Most of the
people now have cleaned up
their sidewalks, but you can’t get
to the sidewalks across the street
because there are 5-foot mounds
of snow and ice that you have to
climb over,” Katz said, “It’s a total
mess. And we are lucky because
lots of people out in Virginia and
Maryland can’t get anywhere.”
History professor and Alexandria, Va. resident Benjamin
Hopkins said that he was snowed
in “in the sense that like most
people, there is no public transport running in my area.” Taking
out a car would be “foolhardy,”
so Hopkins said he found a new
mode of transportation until the
roads were cleared.
“I have been happily getting
around on my skis, however,”
Hopkins said in an e-mail. “[I]
have thoroughly enjoyed the
chance for some ‘urban skiing.’ ”
With classes canceled for
most of the week due to the record snowfall, Phalen ensured
students would continue with
class work by requiring them to
submit reading notes on BlackBoard once a week.
“GW administration and faculty had expected to use Blackboard more heavily if students
contracted the H1N1 virus, so this
fall I attended an extra training
session on the software,” Phalen
said. “I didn’t expect we’d have
to use it because of snow!”
–Emily Cahn contributed to this
report.
“Anyone who says GW has
no spirit, tell them to get to Kogan Plaza right now,” he said.
Many students were excited
to see Knapp at the event, as
he hopped the fence and threw
snowballs along with the students.
“It was really cool he tried
to make it out here,” freshman
Annie Rosenthal said about
Knapp’s appearance. “I felt like
we were bonding.” u
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(202) 994-7079 | classifieds@gwhatchet.com

Natalie Hatchette, Classified Manager
Phone: (202) 994-7079
Fax: (202) 994-1309
Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com
GW Hatchet classifieds are now The GW Marketplace.
Online classfied ads are available FREE to all GW students and faculty.
Non-GW clients pay a small fee for online posting.
Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25 words, and $.30 per word
beyond that.

Jobs
Sales Assistant. Investment research firm seeks
assistant to provide support to sales team. Schedule
appointments, confirm meetings, prepare itineraries,
folders, and travel and expense reports. Must have
previous office experience, computer proficiency, and
be available at least 15-20 hours per week. Availability
to work through summer a plus. Salary $12/hour.
Position available immediately. Fax resume: 202-9556475

All classifieds should be placed online. If you cannot access the internet, ads may be placed via email, fax or in person at our office. An
extra fee may apply.
The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard, American Express and Discover,
as well as cash and check through our office.

services
Psychiatrist and Psychotherapist located at 2112
F street, N.W. for treatment of depression, anxiety,
stress-related issues, relationship issues. Office phone
is (202) 457-8899.
Tutoring: Statistics, Business Statistics, Intro
Economics, Business Calculus. (301) 356-4107
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The answer to Tuesday’s Know GW photo
contest is...

Robert
Chernak

Check back next Tuesday for the next
Know GW photo contest.
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In brief

Women's basketball game
postponed Indefinitely

The GW women's basketball home
game against Richmond that was originally scheduled for Wednesday has
been postponed indefinitely, the GW
Department of Athletics announced.
The game was originally pushed
back until Thursday due to heavy
snowfall expected in D.C., but was delayed until a date yet to be determined
once the storm began Wednesday.
The Atlantic 10 women's basketball
tournament begins March 5, meaning
the conference contest with the Spiders would need to be played before
that date.
"We'll be able to play the Richmond game at some time," Director of
Athletics Jack Kvancz said. "When that
sometime is, I don't know, but I think
that the fact that we're only two hours
away, we can probably get a time."
This marks the second time a
women's basketball game has been
impacted by snow this season. The
team's Dec. 20 game against Mount St.
Mary's was canceled as well.

Number crunch

9

The number of GW
softball records still
held by Elana Meyers, who will race in
a two-person bobsled team at the upcoming Vancouver Olympics. Meyers last played for the Colonials in
2007.

Last Word
“I didn't even own a coat when I
started bobsledding.”
–Softball alumna and Georgia
native Elana Meyers on her transition
to the winter sport

Dan Greene
Sports Editor
dgreene@gwhatchet.com

Louis Nelson
Contributing Editor
lnelson@gwhatchet.com

H

Softball alumna will race in Olympics
by Louis Nelson
Contributing Editor

This week's blizzard aside,
Foggy Bottom does not normally
look like a place that produces winter athletes. There are no mountains or ice rinks, and snowstorms
- although plentiful now - are generally few and far between.
For former GW softball player
and current Olympic bobsledder
Elana Meyers, none of that mattered.
Meyers, a 2006 alumna who
played on GW’s first-ever softball
team in 2003, will be competing in
the upcoming Vancouver Olympics as a brakeman for a two-man
bobsled team, one of three such
teams that will be representing the
United States.
Even with no prior experience
in the sport before joining the team
in 2007, Meyers said bobsledding
was always something she thought
she could be successful in.
“I saw bobsledding on the
Olympics in 2002 and 2006 and I
thought about trying out then, but
I couldn’t because of my softball
commitment,” Meyers said. “I
finally decided to e-mail the bobsled federation, and they wrote me
back and I got a tryout.”
“It was something I saw and
basically thought I could do,” the
former Colonial added. “Bobsled
is about strong and powerful athletes, and that’s what I am.”
That strength and power has
allowed Meyers to qualify for her
first Olympics, and is also what
made her such a force on the softball field for the Colonials. Meyers,
who pitched and played infield at
GW, still holds team records in
nine categories, including career
batting average, on-base percentage, and hits and runs scored.
Meyers is also the all-time leader
in games started, at-bats and stolen bases for the Colonials.
Beyond her raw strength and
athletic ability, Meyers said playing softball at GW gave her an attention to detail and a focus that
has served her well as a bobsledder.
“In softball you have fourhour practices and you work very
hard to fine tune your hitting or
fine tune your fielding, and it’s little adjustments you make,” Meyers said. “It’s the same in bobsled.
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After a record-setting softball career
at GW, Elana Meyers has earned an
Olympic bid in bobsledding.

"I'd never done any
winter sports before, so
it was quite an adventure
all the way around."
Elana Meyers
Olympic bobsledder
It’s a whole bunch of little adjustments that you make that make a
huge difference at the end of the
day.”
The transition from Foggy
Bottom to bobsledding was not
an immediate one for Meyers,
who graduated summa cum laude
with a degree in exercise science.
She retained an extra year of eligibility and played her final year of
softball for the Colonials in 2007
while starting work on a master’s
degree.
After leaving the team, Meyers played professional softball for
the Mid-Michigan Ice for a season
before finally deciding to try bobsledding. The switch from training
for a spring and summer sport to
a winter sport was not a small one
for the Georgia native.
“I didn’t even own a coat when
I started bobsledding,” Meyers
said. “It was difficult, just getting
used to the cold, how to prepare
yourself for the cold, how to train

in the cold.”
Meyers has been spending
a lot of time in the cold this year,
training full-time with her Olympic teammates. During non-Olympic years, Meyers splits her time
between training with the bobsled
team and working on her master’s
degree back at GW. Her bobsled
training takes place in California
in the summer, where she lifts
weights and runs, and in the winter at bobsled tracks in Lake Placid, N.Y. or Park City, Utah.
Since bobsled is an amateur
sport, Meyers often has to juggle
a job with her training and schoolwork, teaching softball lessons or
working as a personal trainer during the months she’s home.
“It’s not the most lucrative of
professions,” Meyers said. Even
without the substantial sponsorships that fund many Olympic
athletes, Meyers said she has
quickly fallen in love with her adopted sport.

“Bobsled’s fast, it’s exciting,
it’s fun, it’s nervousness, it’s like
an adrenaline rush,” Meyers said.
“Every trip is a new adventure,
and for me it was a new adventure. It was something different
than softball, something different
to try. I’d never done any winter
sports before, so it was quite an
adventure all the way around.”
With the games set to begin
Friday night with the opening
ceremonies, Meyers said she feels
confident her team can not only
compete, but earn a medal in her
first Olympics.
“We’re one of the fastest starting teams, and at this track it’s
really important,” she said. “So I
think we have an excellent opportunity to really do some damage.”
Meyers will get her chance
at an Olympic medal beginning
Feb. 23 with the women’s bobsled
preliminary races. The medal race
will be held Feb. 24, and races both
days will begin at 8 p.m. u

